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File migration

One step of input:

❖ Request to file at vi.

❖ Optional migration. 
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❖ Weighted graph

❖ One shared file of size D

I want to access a part of the file

Request cost = distance

❖ Online problem
❖ Competitive ratio:  

maxI ALG(I) / OPT(I)

Migration cost = D * distance
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What is known (deterministic algorithms and large D)

Trees

❖ 3-competitive algorithm exists

❖ It is optimal  

General graphs

❖ Best lower bound = 3.0000074

❖ Best algorithm (Move-To-Local-Min)  
is 4.086-competitive                  [Bartal, Charikar, Indyk ’97]
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❖ Works in phases of length c D = Θ(D).

Move-To-Local-Min (4.086-competitive)
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❖ Works in phases of length c D = Θ(D).

❖ Within a phase: pay for requests r1, r2, … ,rcD

❖ At the end of a phase: migrate the file to node x minimizing 
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D · d(A0, x) + ↵ ·

Xc·D
i=1

d(x, ri)

Make close 
migrations

Migrate 
towards 
requests



Proof for MTLM?

Creative applications 
 

of  

TRIANGLE   INEQUALITY
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A piece of proof:
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Parameters c and α for MTLM Optimize numerically

Comp. ratio = 4.086

instance maximizing the comp. ratio 
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Our approach

  LP black box

Parameters α, β, γ, δ, ε, λ, … for variable-length phase algorithms

instance maximizing the comp. ratio 

Optimize by a local 
search

Competitive ratio = 4
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Thank you!
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